Abstract: We show that the low frequency absorption cross section of minimally coupled massless scalar fields by extremal spherically symmetric black holes in d dimensions in the presence of string-theoretical α ′ corrections is equal to the horizon area. Classically one has the relation σ = 4GS between the absorption cross section and the black hole entropy. We discuss the validity of such relation in the presence of α ′ corrections for extremal black holes, both nonsupersymmetric and supersymmetric. The examples we consider seem to indicate that this relation is verified in the presence of α ′ corrections for supersymmetric black holes, but not for nonsupersymmetric ones.
Introduction and summary
A classical result in black hole scattering is that in the low frequency limit, the absorption cross section of minimally coupled scalar fields by arbitrary spherically symmetric black holes is equal to the horizon area. This has been shown first to some classes of five-dimensional extremal black holes [1, 2] , and soon after to general d−dimensional spherically symmetric black holes [3] . Also in [3] this result has been generalized to higher spin fields, but always in Einstein gravity.
It is interesting to study the effects of string α ′ corrections in this quantity. This work has been started, concerning a particular black hole solution, in [4] . More recently, we have studied scattering of α ′ -corrected spherically symmetric nonextremal black holes in d spacetime dimensions. We have shown [5, 6] that in the presence of leading α ′ corrections the absorption cross section σ could be expressed in terms of the black hole horizon area A H and temperature T as
with
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. c(R H ) is a solution-dependent function of the black hole physical mass and/or charges (which we will define below). As shown in [5] , the temperature dependence of the horizon area is such that, in the classical (α ′ → 0) limit, the expression for σ in (1.1) is exactly equal to A H , according to the known result of [3] . At the same time, the area and temperature dependence of the cross section in (1.1) is such that there is no explicit α ′ dependence in it: the leading α ′ corrections to σ non−ext come only from the corresponding (implicit in (1.1)) leading α ′ corrections in A H and T (and eventually on the part dependent on the charges through the factor c(R H )). Here we emphasize "leading": (1.1) has been derived only taking leading α ′ corrections; it is an open question if it is valid for corrections of any order in α ′ .
In this article, we are concerned with how are such α ′ corrections expressed for extremal black holes, for which T = 0. In this case, (1.1) clearly should not be written in that form, although we have shown [6] that this formula for the cross section has a smooth behavior in the extremal limit. (Naturally, in this limit c(R H ) = 0.) In any case, there should be a formula encoding the α ′ corrections to the absorption cross section specifically for spherically symmetric extremal black holes. (We keep the requirement of spherical symmetry because only for these black holes general formulas for the absorption cross section are known.)
The article is organized as follows. In section 2, by considering the near-horizon geometry of α ′ -corrected extremal black holes, we derive a formula for their absorption cross section. In section 3, we briefly review Wald's formula and Sen's formalism to compute the entropy of α ′ -corrected extremal black holes. We then compute the α ′ -corrected absorption cross section and entropy for three different solutions, in each case comparing the two quantities. In section 4, we take the extremal Reissner-Nordström solution in d = 4 with leading α ′ corrections. In section 5, we consider dyonic black holes in heterotic string theory, also in d = 4. In section 6, we consider electrically charged black holes in d = 5 supergravity. We conclude by discussing our results.
2. Near-horizon geometry and absorption cross section of α ′ -corrected extremal black holes A generic spherically symmetric d−dimensional black hole metric can be written in the form
For a generic charged black hole, one has
R H being the horizon radius. The black hole charges appear as parameters (which may or may not be independent) of the function c(r), which when evaluated at the event horizon gives the factor present in (1.1). For Tangherlini-like black holes, one simply has c(r) ≡ 1.
If one is considering an extremal black hole, generically we have
. We see that clearly in this case one has c(R H ) = 0, as one must. Introducing the change of coordinates
. This way, near the horizon the metric (2.1) can be cast in the form
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and v 2 = R 2 H . In this system of coordinates, the horizon is a (d − 2)−sphere of radius
, but located at ρ = 0. As shown for instance in [7, 8] , a spherically symmetric d−dimensional extremal black hole, close to its horizon, has a SO(2, 1) ⊗ SO(d − 1) symmetry, which implies that such near-horizon metric is of the form AdS 2 ⊗ S d−2 and can be written as (2.3). Since this is a spherically symmetric solution, from [3] this area is also equal to the absorption cross section.
As also argued in [7, 8] , the SO(2, 1)⊗SO(d−1) symmetry is preserved in the presence of α ′ corrections: it is valid in any generally covariant theory of gravity coupled to matter fields. Therefore, spherically symmetric α ′ -corrected extremal black holes near the horizon also have the form (2.3), but with α ′ -dependent coefficients v 1 , v 2 . This allows us to find the answer to the question we raised.
Scattering cross sections can be computed by separately solving the scalar field equation, which is a second order differential equation (even in the presence of higher-derivative corrections, as shown in [5] ) in different regions of the radial parameter: near the black hole horizon, at asymptotic infinity and in the intermediate region. By matching the corresponding solutions, one is able to determine the cross section. This technique was initiated in four-dimensional Einstein gravity in [9] , and later extended to arbitrary d dimensions in [10] , and to include string α ′ corrections in [4, 5] .
As argued in [10] , the absorption cross section can only be defined for asymptotically flat spacetimes, since only in this case one can have incoming and outgoing asymptotic particle states, and thus an Smatrix. For a spacetime which is asymptotically either de Sitter or anti-de Sitter, there is no good notion of an S-matrix and thus an absorption cross section cannot be defined. Since for an asymptotically flat spacetime obviously the curvature corrections vanish asymptotically, they have no effect on the analysis of scattering: black hole solutions do not get α ′ corrections in this region. This means that the effect of those curvature corrections, if it exists, comes only from the near-horizon region (the intermediate region is considered only for the purpose of matching). But the same is valid already at the classical level, as we mentioned [9, 10] . This way we conclude that in general the absorption cross section depends only on the near-horizon geometry, even in the presence of α ′ corrections.
But, as we have seen, for an extremal black hole (and differently than for the non-extremal case analyzed in [5] ) the near horizon geometry is preserved by α ′ corrections; for a spherically symmetric solution it is of the form (2.3). The calculations and the result for the absorption cross section are therefore exactly the same as in the classical case: for an extremal black hole, it is simply given by the α ′ -corrected black hole horizon area,
As we saw, there is no explicit α ′ dependence in the "non-extremal" cross section σ non−ext in (1.1). The same can be said about the "extremal" cross section: the α ′ corrections to σ ext come only from the corresponding (implicit in (2.4)) α ′ corrections to A H . Both expressions (1.1) and (2.4) are valid classically (in the α ′ → 0 limit), but also in the presence of α ′ corrections. The only difference is that (2.4) is valid to all orders in α ′ (in the same way as (2.3)), while (1.1) has been derived only taking leading α ′ corrections, and we still don't know if it can be extended to corrections of any order.
Entropy of α
′ -corrected extremal spherically symmetric black holes
The entropy of a black hole in a d-dimensional theory with higher derivative terms, like α ′ corrections, is given by Wald's formula
L being the full d-dimensional lagrangian, including α ′ corrections, one is considering; H is the black hole horizon, with area A H and metric h ij induced by the spacetime metric g µν . ε µν is the binormal to H. In order to consider the effect of the α ′ corrections, we split the lagrangian into its purely gravitational classical and α ′ corrected parts, and also the nongravitational part:
Here, Y i (R) are higher order terms depending on the Riemann tensor, each of them multiplied by the suitable power of the inverse string tension α ′i . These terms include (but are not restricted to) purely gravitational corrections, given by scalar polynomials in the Riemann tensor, eventually multiplied by dilaton terms. L matter contains classical and α ′ -correction terms depending on other matter fields and obviously also on the metric, but not on the Riemann tensor. When dealing with a black hole solution one considers a perturbative expansion in α ′ , and therefore one only takes in (3.2) the terms up to the order in α ′ we are considering. For the metric (2.1), the nonzero components of ε µν are ε tr = −ε rt = −1. We have
This way, taking only nonzero components, one gets from (2.1)
and therefore we obtain Wald's entropy formula for generic spherically symmetric black holes:
Generically, (3.4) can be written in the form
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δ i S corresponding to the specific correction entropy correction of order α ′i . The α ′ corrections to the entropy emerge as multiplicative factors to the classical formula.
In general, because of the α ′ corrections, (3.4) may be very difficult to compute directly. For extremal black holes having a near horizon AdS 2 factor (namely spherically symmetric black holes, as we have seen), Wald's entropy formula reduces to evaluating Sen's entropy function at its extremum [7] . This entropy function is given by the Legendre transformation of the action with respect to the electric charges (for a review of Sen's formalism see [8] ).
Extremal Reissner-Nordström metric with leading α ′ corrections
In order to describe the first solution we consider, we start by taking the string effective action with purely gravitational α ′ corrections given, in d dimensions and in the Einstein frame, by
α ′ 4 and 0, for bosonic, heterotic and type II strings, respectively. Taking d = 5 and expanding this action around the vacuum M 4 × S 1 , S 1 being a circle of radius R, one obtains a five dimensional line element given by
where G = G 5 /2πR, κ 2 = 4πG, A µ is an abelian gauge field, σ is a scalar field and g µν is the four dimensional metric: a four dimensional black hole which solves the five dimensional graviton field equation from (4.1).
The solution we consider [11] is a spherically symmetric metric of the form (2.1), with d = 4 and f (r) given to order λ by
The four dimensional metric (4.3) is the extremal dyonic Reissner-Nordström metric with leading α ′ corrections, and with horizon radius R H . Together with this solution, we have [11] A µ dx µ = q(r) r dt + p(r) cos θdφ, (4.6)
At the horizon, we have
. Close to the horizon, from (4.3), (4.4) and (4.5) we
Introducing the change of coordinates 
One can invert any of these relations and, solving for R H in terms of either M, Q or P, express the solutions (4.3), (4.6) and (4.7) as functions of any of these quantities. Similarly we can solve for the horizon area A H = 4πR 2 H and, from (2.4), obtain the absorption cross section in terms of either the black hole mass, electric or magnetic charge:
We see that, if expressed in terms of the magnetic charge, the cross section has no explicit λ corrections. This is because the magnetic charge (actually even the function p(r)) itself has no explicit λ corrections. From (4.1) the relevant higher order correction to order λ is given by e . Therefore from (3.4) we obtain for the black hole entropy of this solution
One can also easily express the correction term − 
Four dimensional dyonic black holes in heterotic string theory
We now consider four dimensional black hole solutions of heterotic string theory compactified on M 4 × S 1 ×S 1 , M 4 being some suitable compact four manifold (e.g. T 4 or K3) and S 1 ,S 1 being circles of radii R,R associated to coordinates x 9 , x 8 , respectively. These black holes are in the presence of antisymmetric tensor fields.
The relevant four dimensional fields for the solution we consider come from the ten dimensional string metric G (10) M N , anti-symmetric tensor field B (10) M N and dilaton Φ (10) through
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V M being the volume of M 4 measured in the string metric. To these fields corresponds the four dimensional classical action (in the string frame)
We denote by n and w the number of units of momentum and winding along S 1 and by N and W the number of units of monopole charge associated withS 1 (we could have also considered, besides these charges, also momentum and winding alongS 1 and monopole charge associated with S 1 , but for now we set these charges to 0). From (5.2), the fields A µ couple to the momentum and winding numbers along the x 9 direction, whereas the fields A µ are respectively proportional to n and w, while the magnetic charges associated with the fields A (2) µ and A (4) µ are respectively proportional to N and W .
We are interested in a black hole solution with leading α ′ corrections. In order to obtain the correct black hole, in principle we should consider the full set of terms of order α ′ in the effective action. In fact, as it was shown in [12] , it turns out that the entropy of such black hole can be determined through Sen's formalism by considering only the gravitational corrections, in this case given by the Gauss-Bonnet combination (again in the string frame):
λ having the same meaning as in (4.1).
The near horizon geometry of the solution we are considering, associated to the classical action (5.2) and the correction (5.3), is of the form (2.3) in d = 4, with
The near-horizon configuration of the remaining fields is given by
This configuration results, via Sen's formalism, in a black hole entropy (computed in the string frame) given, to first order in λ, by
For the absorption cross section, given by the horizon area, we get (also in the string frame), from (5.4) and (5.5)
Comparing the two expressions we see that, like in the previous section, we do not find agreement between the entropy of this solution and
, to first order in λ.
Electrically charged black holes in d = 5 supergravity
We now consider black holes which are solutions of d = 5 supergravity coupled to n V vector multiplets, with leading higher derivative corrections.
The field content of the Weyl multiplet is given by the vielbein e a µ , the gravitino ψ µ , the vector boson V µ associated with the gauging of SU (2) R-symmetry, the gauge field of dilatational symmetry b µ (when reducing to Poincaré supergravity, these two gauge fields are gauged way), and three auxiliary fields: the anti-symmetric tensor v ab , the fermion χ, and the scalar D. Each vector multiplet consists of the gauge field A I µ , the scalar M I , the gaugino Ω I , and a scalar Y I , which will also be gauged away. The functions defining the scalar manifold are
where I, J, K = 1, . . . , n V .
The lagrangian we deal with is given by L = L 0 + L 1 , L 0 being the classical term and L 1 the higher order corrections. Their bosonic terms are given by
Once one integrates out the auxiliary fields D and v ab , L 0 yields the familiar N = 2 Lagrangian arising from the compactification of eleven-dimensional supergravity on a Calabi-Yau manifold with intersection numbers c IJK . Every term in the lagrangian becomes proportional to N , which is seen as the volume of the Calabi-Yau manifold. At the two-derivative level, the field equation for D requires the constraint N = 1, defining the scalar real special geometry.
The four-derivative lagrangian L 1 represents the bosonic part of the supersymmetrization of its leading term, a mixed gauge-gravitational Chern-Simons term. C abcd is the Weyl tensor; one also definesD µ = D µ − b µ . All the terms in this lagrangian are proportional to the second Chern class coefficients c 2I , which play the role of α ′ (or λ in the two previous sections).
The solution we consider and briefly review was obtained in [13] . It is electrically charged and spherically symmetric, with metric given by 
5) 6) where the integration constants M ∞ I are the moduli at infinity, and the q I are electrical charges. Assuming spherical symmetry (i.e. only radial dependence by M I and U ), (6.5) and (6.6) represent a system of nonlinear, second order, ordinary differential equations, which typically can only be fully solved numerically.
For our purposes it is enough to know the near horizon geometry, which is of the form (2.3) in d = 5, with v 2 = 4v 1 , and obeying the (near horizon) constraint N = 1 + 1 12v 2 c 2I M I . With this information one can compute the black hole entropy through Sen's formalism. The precise expression is
L H being the lagrangian evaluated in the near horizon geometry. The final result is (for details see [13] )
As we previously mentioned, after elimination of the auxiliary fields (at least at the two derivative level) the lagrangian gets an overall factor of N :
. . This way we can redefine Newton's constant as G 5 = G/N , in order to have the proper normalization of the lagrangian (even in the presence of the higher derivative corrections). With this interpretation of G/N , we see that the entropy obtained in (6.8) 
. This means that, for this supersymmetric black hole with string-theoretical higher derivative corrections and AdS 2 ⊗ S 3 near horizon geometry, from (2.4) one has the simple relation between the entropy and the absorption cross section σ ext = 4G 5 S. (6.9)
Discussion and conclusions
In this article we have obtained a general formula for the low frequency absorption cross section of minimally coupled scalar fields by extremal spherically symmetric (or, at least, with AdS 2 ⊗ S d−2 near horizon geometry) d-dimensional black holes, including higher derivative corrections to arbitrary order, as long as those corrections preserve the near horizon AdS 2 ⊗ S d−2 geometry. This is the case of α ′ corrections in string theory. This formula is exactly the same as the classical one: the low frequency absorption cross section is equal to the horizon area.
Classically the relations A H = σ = 4 G S are valid. We would like to know if they would be valid in the presence of α ′ corrections. In article [5] we addressed this same question for nonextremal black holes, having reached the conclusion that the corrections to σ and S were different.
For extremal spherically symmetric black holes, as we have seen, σ = A H . The question then amounts to figuring out if and when, for these black holes, the α ′ corrections to the entropy (given by Wald's formula or equivalently by Sen's formalism) leave it equal to A H /4G.
For the three cases we considered, the answer was different. For the extremal Reissner-Nordström solution in d = 4 we considered in section 4, the corrections to the two quantities were different. For the electrically charged black holes in d = 5 supergravity we considered in section 6, the relation σ ext = 4GS was verified, to first order in α ′ . The main difference between these two cases is that the solution for which the agreement exists is supersymmetric, while the solution for which there is no agreement is not supersymmetric. Here we should mention that in article [14] the authors analyze 1/4 BPS N = 4 black holes in string theory with leading α ′ corrections both in d = 4 and d = 5. In both cases the authors computed both the low frequency absorption cross section (through the pole method) and the black hole entropy, obtaining the agreement σ = 4GS to first order in α ′ .
All the cases we know in which the agreement σ = 4GS is verified correspond to supersymmetric black holes. These results allow us to conjecture that such agreement requires some degree of supersymmetry. A formal proof (or a counterexample) of this statement is still lacking, and we hope to elucidate this question in future works.
A path to elucidate this question could be through the case we haven't mentioned yet: the four dimensional dyonic black holes in heterotic string theory we considered in section 5. These black holes (and their corresponding near horizon configurations (5.4), (5.5), (5.6)) do not result from a complete supersymmetric action, but rather just from the Gauss-Bonnet term (5.3): in [12] Sen observes that this higher derivative correction is enough to obtain the correct entropy. But it may not be enough to obtain the correct α ′ -corrected low frequency absorption cross section, at least from the string theory point of view. A full supersymmetrization of this solution, like the one performed in [13] , may be necessary (for a recent discussion on this point see [15] ). This may be the object of a future work.
